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Middle School Art
This year, Middle School Art students were  exposed to a 
variety of art making techniques in 2D and 3D media. 
Students gained a deep understanding of the 7 elements of 
art: line, color, shape, form, value, space and texture. While 
exploring each element of art students were exposed to 
various mediums including pencil,  pastel, paint, watercolor, 
and recycled materials. Each artist has his or her own 
process and style and throughout this course students dove  
into their own imagination to discover who they are as a 
creative beings.



A note to the Artists of the Winston School:
I am so proud of each and every one of you! It has been a pleasure teaching and 
guiding you through your creative journey this year. Thank you for welcoming me 
to the Winston community and making me feel at home. You are amazing and 
have taught me so much! Imagine, Create, Inspire!  -Ms. Kitty



Art Spring Showcase 
By Leo

I really enjoyed doing painting activities in Art this year at Winston.
 I liked painting flags, like the one I painted of Turkey.



Turkey Flag

This flag has a crescent and a star on it. I liked painting this 
flag because I liked that it had a crescent like the moon on it. 
I also liked the color red.



Sky Delta 

I liked drawing this because I like planes. I like  Boeing 747’s . I used 
color pencils. 



This is me 

We were drawing a picture of ourselves for art. I drew me.
 I used markers and colored pencil. I made my hair color green 
because 
that’s my favorite color. 



My 
Favorite

Art

Peter L



Group color field project

This was my favorite project because I got to work 
together with someone and we both got the share 
our ideas. I call this piece “fall”.



Final line drawing

This is called my 
favorite characters. I 
made this one 
because I wanted the 
show what I like!



Creative Color Wheel

FORTNITE

I used different colors to make 3D looking letters that spell Fortnite.



This is the unicorn stone.  I used paint and LOTS 
OF GLITTER on this stone.



Texture project

This is my really 
weird texture Project 
that I just basically 
got a piece of 
cardboard and 
started glue gunning 
things on it and it 
became a 
masterpiece! 



Naia S
I learned about a lot of cool art 
stuff this year. My favorite part 

about art is painting. 



Naia S
This piece was my coolest project I made. I liked using oil pastels and watercolor. 



Naia S
I liked using all different colors of 
paint for this piece to create 
different paints and textures



Naia S
This is my earth day project and is my 
special piece of art.



Art slides
By carter t

One of my favorite things 
about art is the details people 
put into it. Another favorite 
thing about art is the different 
perspectives people have 
about it. This year I have 
learned a lot about how 3D art 
works like for example, you 
can make something smaller 
to make it look farther away or 
draw it higher on your paper 
to make it look further. Or if 
you draw it a certain way you 
can make it a 3D shape. A 
memory I enjoyed from class 
was making a Clone Trooper 
helmet out of parts from a 
magazine.



COVID-19 Extra Credit

This is a COVID comic relief and I did this assignment for extra credit because I felt like drawing. This picture is about a 
king sitting on his throne but it’s actually just a person sitting in quarantine. I just used a paper and a pencil. He’s holding 
hand sanitizer and his throne is made of toilet paper. I learned it is hard to draw 3D shaped chairs, especially when 
someone is sitting on it.



Perspective Project

This project is called 
Perspective Project. 
For this project I 
decided to draw the 
Empire vs. Rebels 
with AT-ATs and 
rebel X wings. And it 
is drawn to point 
toward the rebel 
base. I used only a 
paper and pencil. My 
favorite part was 
drawing the AT-AT.



Saturn V Lego Build
This is the Lego idea Saturn V set and it comes with a mini lunar landing and mini moon 
with mini space people. It even has a miniature landing craft. The materials I used were 
Legos and the instructions. My favorite part of the project was working on the first 
section because it was the most detailed.



Jonathan H
I like art because I am able to 
recreate historical moments 

that are important to me.



This is a piece I created when 
learning about texture. It is a 
lion! 



This is a 
Christian 
piece with a 
muslim design



This represents 3 kingdoms. I used the primary 
colors 



Art spring showcase project.

By David M



Texture

I made a red headed man with golden eyes. I made him out of red yarn and golden 
buttons. Then I hot glued them on a paper. I drew the paper first. It was to show 
where they’re supposed to go. I put the red yarn first and the golden buttons last. It 
was supposed to feel wool and buttons. It was hard but I accomplished my 
achievement. It was for a texture project. And that is my first art project.



Mandala

I made a spider man mandala. I drew it in a circle. Then I drew out the web patterns. 
Then I drew over the pencil drawn web patterns with permanent marker. I colored it 
with red and blue. I added the eyes. Then I wrote “The spider man mandala.” on it. 
And that completes my second art project.



Group color field.

My third art project is with a group, It was with Leo, Moses, and Carter. They did the 
green, orange, yellow, and blue. I did the red and purple. We painted them on 
separate pieces on one giant piece of paper. And that is my third art project.



Warm and Cool colors.

I made a warm and cool colors for my 4th art project. I drew my hand on a piece of 
paper. Then I gave it layers. I colored my hand with warm colors. I colored the 
background with cool colors. The warm colors were red, yellow, and orange. The 
cool colors were green, blue, and purple. I used markers to color them. And that is 
my 4th art project. 



Conclusion

This is my art projects. I hope you enjoyed them. It took a lot of hard work and 
effort. They are very vibrant and colorful. What is your art projects?





By:Ethan.B









My Art Showcase
By Daniel

Date: 5/4/20



Art this year.
I have learned a lot of art during the first half of this year. It was super fun and I 
made awesome drawings. The following slides are the 3 of my favorite art works 
I’ve done. This is all thanks to the teacher Ms. Kitty she is super helpful and 
showed us how to do art.



Art #1
My first art work I would like to share is my Mandala. Basically, a Mandala is a mix 
of symbols. These can be super relaxing and good for your brain if you’re stressed 
out. I put the number 2020 because I did this at the end of last year or decade. I 
drew SpongeBob since it’s my favorite tv show. 



Art #2
My second art I want to share is paper painting. This was because we learned 
about this artist named Matisse who invented paper cutting. I cutted a building and 
a mountain with trees and clouds. 



Art #3
My third and final art I want to share is my final color project. In this project I 
learned about primary colors (red, blue, yellow) and how to mix them to secondary 
colors (green, orange, purple) and blended them into this lovely painting.



Conclusion
In conclusion, I really enjoyed art class. I maybe will come back in the future if I 
don’t end up in Drama. I painted, made paper art, and made my own Mandala. I 
really had fun this first half of this year. Thanks to Ms. Kitty I have gotten much 
better at art. Thank you so much. This is my art.



                         THANKS for WATCHING!



Thank you for watching- I hope you enjoyed the show!  


